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the song that had been released as a single became a hit when the song was used in a tv commercial for the first time in tamil cinema. but all the songs (except for
pasanga ) are pretty good. the visuals are cool, with chennai express one of the first tamil movies to take advantage of a digital camera. however, some scenes do
look a little dated. one last point about chennai express is that i have never seen the director or the writer of any tamil comedy, bar thamizhan, be tagged as comedy
directors. this is probably due to the sort of cool-kid-with-himself element that kamal and singeetham srinivasa rao bring to the table. the reason i am talking about
this movie is that chennai express has been a popular choice for this kind of comedy for years. the last time i saw it was back in 2009, when i saw it with my arbaz, and
it was a gem. the film is pure kamal, and yet not like anything he has done before. for the most part, chennai express is a fairly straight-ahead comedy, and therefore
requires little attention. but kamal tries to introduce humour in the first half, by putting some thought into what the characters would actually do in their situation.
while the second half goes about the business of mumbai xpress being a tamil movie. filmzilizale 2019, 2020, 2021, filmyzilla 2019 bollywood, 2020, 2021,filmyhit
2019,2018,filmyzilla 2018 download, filmyhit 2018,300mb movies, 9xmovies latest hollywood dubbed movies in hind. filmyzilla 2016 2017 filmyzilla 2019 2018
hollywood hindi dubbed movies also available in bluray hdrip webrip multiple quality
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